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 1. The term for the presidency is _____ years.
 A) two
 B) four
 C) six
 D) eight

 2. Presidential requirements include being _____ years of age and having lived in the 
United States for the past _____ years.

 A) twenty-five, fourteen
 B) thirty-five, fourteen
 C) forty-five, twenty-five
 D) thirty-five, ten

 3. Presidential power is vaguely defined in _____ of the Constitution.
 A) Article 1
 B) Article 2
 C) Article 3
 D) Article 4

 4. The president could originally serve a four-year term, which could be renewed _____.
 A) indefinitely
 B) two times
 C) three times
 D) four times

 5. The _____ Amendment bars a president from serving a third term.
 A) Twenty-Second
 B) Twenty-Third
 C) Twenty-Fourth
 D) Nineteenth

 6. _____ is the only president to have served more than two terms.
 A) Ronald Reagan
 B) James Madison
 C) Franklin Roosevelt
 D) Theodore Roosevelt



 7. To win the presidency, one must win _____.
 A) the Electoral College and the popular vote
 B) the popular vote
 C) the Electoral College
 D) a simple plurality in the Electoral College

 8. The Electoral College voting procedure has put the loser of the popular vote in the 
White House _____ times.

 A) two
 B) three
 C) four
 D) five

 9. Executive expressed powers include all of the following except _____.
 A) commander in chief
 B) power to declare war
 C) power to make treaties
 D) power to grant pardons

 10. Presidential power has _____ since the founding of the country.
 A) diminished
 B) increased
 C) stayed the same
 D) usurped the role of the courts

 11. The _____ theory refers to the idea that the Constitution puts the president in charge 
of executing the laws and that, therefore, no other branch may limit presidential 
discretion over executive matters.

 A) pluralist
 B) unitary executive
 C) imperial
 D) executive legislative

 12. The _____ theory refers to the idea that the president could possibly change a 
republic into an empire.

 A) legislative
 B) imperial presidency
 C) pluralist
 D) majoritarian



 13. The president makes key military decisions as _____.
 A) chief diplomat
 B) commander in chief
 C) chief legislator
 D) chief executive

 14. The Constitution gives the president the lead role in foreign affairs, making the 
president our nation's _____.

 A) chief legislator
 B) chief diplomat
 C) commander in chief
 D) chief custodian

 15. The president can act as the _____ by recommending and/or vetoing measures from 
Congress.

 A) chief legislator
 B) chief diplomat
 C) chief custodian
 D) commander in chief

 16. An annual event where the president addresses the nation is called the _____.
 A) Annual Address
 B) State of the Union
 C) Executive Talk
 D) State of Affairs Talk

 17. Only _____ can formally propose a law.
 A) the president
 B) Congress
 C) the Supreme Court
 D) Both a and b

 18. _____ power is the presidential power to block an act of Congress by refusing to sign 
it.

 A) Executive
 B) Legislative
 C) Veto
 D) Embargo



 19. Congress can override a presidential veto with a _____ vote in both chambers.
 A) three-quarters
 B) two-fifths
 C) two-thirds
 D) four-fifths

 20. A written declaration commenting on a bill that is signed into law is known as a/an 
_____.

 A) signing statement
 B) executive decree
 C) executive declaration
 D) public declaration

 21. The executive branch currently includes _____ departments.
 A) nine
 B) eight
 C) fifteen
 D) ten

 22. Executive orders are unique because _____.
 A) they require congressional approval
 B) they do not require congressional approval
 C) the president rarely uses them
 D) the president always uses them

 23. If Congress blocks an executive initiative, the president could issue an executive 
______ to get around Congress.

 A) order
 B) initiative
 C) line-item veto
 D) pardon

 24. Presidential oversight of all executive agencies reflects presidential power as _____.
 A) chief diplomat
 B) head bureaucrat
 C) chief legislator
 D) commander in chief



 25. In the United States, the title of head of state is _____.
 A) ceremonial only
 B) ceremonial and policy oriented
 C) policy oriented only
 D) none of the above

 26. George Washington was _____ political parties.
 A) supportive of
 B) against
 C) neutral about
 D) ambivalent about

 27. A successful president uses the power of the office to _____.
 A) persuade
 B) argue
 C) debate
 D) enforce

 28. George W. Bush's approval ratings _____ right after the 9/11 attacks.
 A) diminished greatly
 B) increased dramatically
 C) decreased slightly
 D) increased slightly

 29. According to a panel of historians, who was the top-ranking president?
 A) Barack Obama
 B) Harry Truman
 C) Abraham Lincoln
 D) Ronald Reagan

 30. Vice presidents preside over the _____.
 A) House
 B) Senate
 C) cabinet
 D) Central Intelligence Agency

 31. Vice presidents vote in the Senate _____.
 A) when there is a tie



 B) during close votes
 C) on controversial issues
 D) when they have the chance

 32. Members of the _____ have two primary roles: they run executive-branch 
departments, and they meet to discuss policy with the president in their shared 
meetings.

 A) oval office
 B) cabinet
 C) executive
 D) advisory committee

 33. The current cabinet has grown to _____ members.
 A) eleven
 B) nine
 C) fifteen
 D) twelve

 34. The _____ is the central gatekeeper, traffic cop, and coordinator for the president.
 A) president's personal assistant
 B) chief of staff
 C) head cabinet officer
 D) press secretary

 35. _____ broke the traditional mold and pioneered a new role: the First Spouse as 
activist.

 A) Jacqueline Kennedy
 B) Eleanor Roosevelt
 C) Nancy Reagan
 D) Hillary Rodham Clinton

 36. Which of the following is true?
 A) Most presidents have consistently high public approval ratings.
 B) No president stays above 50 percent approval rating for an entire term.
 C) Most presidents have had 90 percent approval ratings.
 D) Economic performance is not important in approval ratings.

 37. The first live televised press conference occurred during the _____ administration.
 A) Kennedy



 B) Johnson
 C) Truman
 D) Eisenhower

 38. Franklin Roosevelt's presidency shaped the belief that the president is responsible for 
a smooth-running _____.

 A) domestic policy
 B) foreign policy
 C) economy
 D) workforce

 39. The DREAM Act sought to _____.
 A) provide a universal application of the equal protection clause
 B) allow a path for legal status for undocumented aliens
 C) balance the budget
 D) improve the U.S. trade deficit

 40. The federal government currently has approximately _____ employees.
 A) 2.7 million
 B) 1.6 million
 C) 720,000
 D) 520,000

Answer Key - Chpt 14 Executive

 1.  B
 2.  B
 3.  B
 4.  A
 5.  A
 6.  C
 7.  C
 8.  D
 9.  B
 10.  B
 11.  B
 12.  B
 13.  B
 14.  B
 15.  A
 16.  B



 17.  B
 18.  C
 19.  C
 20.  A
 21.  C
 22.  B
 23.  A
 24.  B
 25.  B
 26.  B
 27.  A
 28.  B
 29.  C
 30.  B
 31.  A
 32.  B
 33.  C
 34.  B
 35.  B
 36.  B
 37.  A
 38.  C
 39.  B
 40.  A


